Model for Literature Logs

• T = title
• A = author
• G = genre
• S = setting
• POV = point of view
• Vocabulary
  • Characters - list and describe; give the role of the character (mom, gardener, teacher, etc…) and give traits that describe the character’s personality
  • Conflicts - list the specific type of conflict and who or what was involved
  • Themes - using a complete sentence for each, write at least two lessons that the reader/character learned
  • Plot summary - Write a summary using complete sentences. A summary should include the setting, the characters’ names and some description of the characters, the major conflict(s), how the conflicts were resolved, and the major theme(s) of the story. (Try to follow the story volcano.)
  • Literary Techniques - list each technique that occurred in the story and give examples of how it occurred
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